BAMnews
News and updates for friends and followers of
Bournemouth Aviation Museum

Welcome to BAMnews Autumn 2022
BAMnews has been created to provide news, project updates and
information for our many friends and followers. It also includes some
insight into the operation and organisation of the museum, updates on new
exhibits and ideas for future projects. There is also information for
potential new volunteers.
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MUSEUM
INFORMATION

News and updates for friends and followers of
Bournemouth Aviation Museum

Merritown Lane
Hurn
Christchurch
BH23 6BA

ADDRESS

Telephone - 01202 473141
Website – www.bamhurn.org
Email –
enquiries@bamhurn.org
Facebook – www.facebook.com/BmthAviationMuseum
ADMISSION
Admission - £7.00 adult, £3.00 child and annual memberships are available
No unaccompanied children (under 16) permitted
No dogs except service dogs
OPENING HOURS
Open summer 10.00-17.00, winter 10.00-16.00
Last admission 1 hour before closing
Closed Christmas Day and Boxing Day only
HOW TO FIND US
Sat Nav BH23 6BA. The museum is directly opposite Hurn Airport and shares
the same site and access as Adventure Wonderland
CHARITY
The museum is a charitable organisation controlled by the Bournemouth
Aviation Charitable Foundation Ltd. (charity number 1034671). The museum is
operated entirely by volunteers. There are no paid members of staff although
specialist contactors are sometimes employed.

NOTICES
• The site is outdoor and mostly grass which can be uneven, wet or muddy
depending on the weather. Care should be taken on the steel and wooden
steps in wet or frosty conditions.
• Please respect roped-off areas around the site. These are placed for safety
reasons.
• Please always keep an eye on children, encourage them to walk rather than
run and not to rush up or down the steps.
• Children are not permitted inside the airliners without adult supervision
• Remember this is a museum and have respect for the exhibits. Our
volunteers can spend years restoring and preparing these for public display.
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BOMBERS

English Electric Canberra PR.7 front fuselage **
Avro Vulcan B.2 MMR front fuselage * ***
Handley Page Victor K2 tanker front fuselage

HELICOPTERS

Westland Wessex HAS3 complete **
Westland Wasp complete

FIGHTERS

Gloster Meteor NF14 complete **
Hawker Hunter Mk 6 complete **
English Electric Lightning F.53 front fuselage **
Sepecat Jaguar GR1 complete

AIRLINERS/CARGO

Vickers Viscount 806 front fuselage **
Vickers Vanguard cockpit simulator ** ***
BAC 1-11 Ss 479 major portion of fuselage ** ***
Boeing 737-200 major portion of fuselage * ***
Handley Page Dart Herald front fuselage **
BAe Jetstream 31 front fuselage

CORPORATE JET

Hawker Siddeley 125 whole fuselage **

Comprehensive information for all the
exhibits is available from the website
*
You can normally go inside
** You can normally sit inside
*** Audio/visual display

Access can be restricted by adverse weather
or safety considerations

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Listen to Bournemouth Airport Air Traffic Control and
watch aircraft movements on the screens in the Mobile
Control Tower and inside Cabin 1
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TRAINERS

Percival P56 Provost complete
De Havilland Vampire T11
North American Harvard IIB complete
Hunting Jet Provost T3 cockpit
BAC Jet Provost T5 complete **

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

Chichester-Miles Leopard
Grumman AA-5B Tiger ** (we have a few)
Colomban MC-12 Cri-Cri
Air Command Autogyro

ENGINES

Our covered engine shed contains a range of piston
and jet engines including a number that powered
aircraft in the museum

VEHICLES

Chubb Spearhead rapid intervention vehicle
Bedford TK Mobile Control Tower ** ***
Volvo Double Decker bus **
Bedford Fire Engine **

OTHER DISPLAYS

In-flight refuelling
Model Cabin
Ejector seat in Cabin 1 ** ***
Simple simulator in Cabin 1 **
Red Arrows Display in Cabin 1

MISCELLANEOUS

We have a range of drones, missiles, guns and
armaments. Also, a number of curiosities including an
airship gondola and gigantic propeller thought to come
from a Zeppelin.
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NEWS

SHOP

The shop is where visitors pay admission money on way in, buy souvenirs on the way out and sustain
themselves with drinks and snacks in between. The shop also has a comprehensive selection of preowed aviation books and magazines, model aircraft including collectors pieces, toys other aviation
themed merchandise.
This year the shop has also displayed a wide selection of aircraft instruments – many mounted for
display - and control panels. These make fine and unusual presents.

NEW BUS

Curiously for an aviation museum, the double decker bus is one of our most popular exhibits. Young
children always make a bee line for it, perhaps because it is easier to relate to than aircraft that are only
seen at a distance. The upper floor was been fitted for party use and has been used extensively for this
purpose. Sadly, the elements and extensive use have taken their toll and the decision was made to find
a replacement.
This arrived on Tuesday 23rd August and is a Volvo used by Yellow Buses on the Charminster to
Bournemouth Station run. Unlike the old bus, this one is a runner and decisions will be made on the
degree of public accessibility. Old and new buses can be compared below.
The old bus has now been taken away to be refurbished and displayed in a Cheshire bus museum.
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NEW EXHIBITS

A number of new exhibits have arrived this year and others have
been put on display following restoration.
The latest addition is the bus and this is covered elsewhere. One of
the more exciting additions is the Air Command 582 Autogyro. Very
similar (but less well armed) to Little Nelle from the 1967 James Bond
film ‘You Only Live Twice’. Ours is a version developed in the 1980’s
for amateur builders.
The restored exhibits include the airship gondola which now sits
beside the autogyro in the Vampire shelter. The gondola is in need of
a VW Beetle engine, we already have the propeller.
Another restored exhibit is the Radioplane Shelduck Target Drone.
This started the year in bits stored under the Boeing 737. It was then
reconstructed and displayed next to the Hunter. Following painting, it
was moved to join the missiles outside Cabin 1. It then received new
decals and has since been moved to a new home between the Jaguar
and the Hunter. Look out for it on your next visit – but could be
anywhere by then!

WHAT’s INSIDE

Some of the exhibits are not open to the public for safety or other reasons. Examples are the Handley
Page Victor and BAe Jetstream shown below (L and R) and the interior of the HS 125 which can be seen
but not accessed by visitors (middle).
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BOURNEMOUTH AIRPORT

The museum is located just over the road from Bournemouth
Airport and visitors have a fine view from our viewing platforms
of aircraft movements. The airport is used by Ryanair Tui,
Easyjet, Euro Cargo with their A340’s and all manner of service
and business operators.

DORSET PLANE PULL

This took place on Bank Holiday Monday 29th August on the
airport by the European Cargo hangers and the museum was
represented with the Jet Provost cockpit. It has been held for
over 10 years and raises significant sums for charity. Teams of
20 pull a Boeing 737 along a 50 metres course in the fastest
time. Results can range from an exceptional 25 secs to over 2
mins.

MUSEUM VISITORS

The museum attracts large numbers of visitors and regularly
wins tourist organisation awards including TripAdvisor Travellers
Choice Awards for consistently earning great reviews and being
ranked in the top 10% of its attractions. Of the 374 reviews on
TripAdvisor in early October, 267 were excellent and 75 were
very good.
The museum is often the destination for groups - including
schools, clubs, societies and corporates. Given reasonable notice,
we welcome them all and can often give short tailored talks on
some of the exhibits.
The upper deck of the bus has long been used for children's
parties and slightly changed facilities should be available with the
new vehicle.
Some groups come to work. Aircraft at the museum are often
featured in photoshoots. We also have local corporate groups
who work for a day or longer as part of volunteer schemes (fence
painting, gondola painting and weeding are recent examples)
and other groups who use the airliners for meetings.

NEWS
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BOURNEMOUTH AIR FESTIVAL
The museum has no direct involvement in the Air
Festival but does benefit from a location directly
opposite and overlooking Bournemouth Airport where
many of the aircraft participating in the show are based.
Many people like watching the Red Arrows, Typhoon,
Lancaster, Chinook and many others landing and taking
off and station themselves on the viewing platforms for
much of the day. Opening hours were slightly extended
to include late Red Arrows and Typhoon airport
movements.
Pilots and support staff do pop into the museum from
time to time during the show to meet staff and visitors
and to bring various goodies.
This year we featured a pop-up cafe selling hot drinks,
home-made cakes and savories which proved to be
very popular and raised a considerable sum for the
museum. This supplemented the availability of cold
drinks, confectionary and especially ice creams
available from the shop.

AIR FESTIVAL
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ENGLISH ELECTRIC CANBERRA PR7

The Canberra was a very successful medium bomber from the 1950’s and a contemporary of the Hawker
Hunter. The aircraft was in service with air forces all round the world and built under licence in the USA. It
was capable of carrying conventional and nuclear weapons and some versions were developed for photo
reconnaissance. The type was in service somewhere in the world for over 50 years. Ours is a photo
reconnaissance version from the mid 1950’s.
It was in need of internal refurbishment and repainting and the work has recently been completed. The
former camouflage colour scheme has been replaced with the original service colour. The photos below
show the old scheme, bare metalwork after sand-blasting and finished article.

NORTH AMERICAN HARVARD IIB

The Harvard (also known as the Texan) was developed in the late 1930’s as a fighter and trainer and
served in many air forces around the world with the last being withdrawn in the 1990’s. Over 15,000 were
built up to 1945. Ours has an unusual history being constructed entirely from salvaged parts. The fuselage
dates from 1944 and forms the basis for the complete aircraft.
Our aircraft was badly in need of repainting and this is now in hand. The work may not be finished until
next year as it becomes very difficult to paint outside through the winter. The old paint has been sandblasted away and the bare metalwork has been thoroughly primed. The first coats of yellow paint have
now been applied. The strident colour is the original scheme. The photos below show the old paint being
removed, aircraft in bare metal and new colour scheme.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR

Much has been happening within the closed doors of the cabin behind
the Wessex helicopter. Two of our volunteers have been building a full
size flight simulator with front and side views, working instruments and
flight controls. It is a serious piece of kit.
Early tests of the system and software have been impressive and work
in recent months has concentrated on trimming and finishing. Decisions
will shortly be made on the operation of this new facility. It would seem
to be ideal for supervised corporate and small group visits.
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DE HAVILLAND VAMPIRE and SHELTER

The Vampire entered service in 1946 as a fighter but ours is a later trainer from the early 1950’s – so
it is about 70 years old. Like all our aircraft, it is exposed to the elements and requires regular
attention to paintwork. More so than most, because the fuselage from the engine forward is made of
wood.
Minor restoration and repainting began in 2021 but trying to protect exposed wood with a succession
of tarpaulins and hastily erected shelters against gale force winds simply wasn’t working so the
museum decided to erect something a little more suitable – a lightweight wooden structure covered
with polycarbonate panels. Like all the structures on site, it is temporary in nature but effective. Given
that volunteers only have a limited amount of time on site, The work has taken many months but is
now very close to completion.
The shelter not only covers and protects the Vampire but extends to the adjoining engine exhibits and
there is a little room for a few other things as well. The Vampire has been turned around and the
cockpit has been restored. It is again open to the public and external repair and repainting will resume
when conditions allow.
At this time, the autogyro, Cri-Cri and Concorde model (which is being restored) share the space and
there is a proposal to move the Goblin engine - which is the actual unit from the Vampire - to sit
beside the aircraft. Building progress through the year is shown on the photographs.
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HANDLEY PAGE DART HERALD

This long-term restoration took around five years and
opened to the public in April this year. The front
fuselage section and cockpit have been completely
restored and the exterior repainted. Interior lighting
and an a/v display showing how the restoration
progressed enhance the visitor experience. The nose
opens to show the radar inside. This is a fine example
of the dedication shown by our volunteers.
The story may not be quite over however. There is a
proposal to replicate the original Channel Express
exterior colour scheme, which featured green stripes.

HAWKER SIDDELEY HS 125

Our HS 125 is ex-Royal Flight and operated out of Northolt. It has carried many of the royal family and
been piloted by some of them. The interior is finished in fine Connelly leather as used in Rolls Royce
cars. The complete fuselage can be seen by the public although access is available only to the cockpit.
Keen observers will have seen wings and tailplane sections close by and thought is being given to
reconstructing the aircraft. It is not straightforward however as finding space for the complete aircraft is
tricky and a number of parts need to be sourced.

CHICHESTER-MILES LEOPARD

The Leopard was designed by Ian Chester-Miles in the
1980’s as a high performance light business jet. Ours is one
of only two prototypes. It was first flown in 1988 but had a
chequered history mainly centred on sourcing suitable
engines.
We received a visit from members of the
designer’s family earlier this year and they offered to
provide drawings and supporting materials.
It is the
intention to restore the aircraft so far as possible to original
condition including reupholstering buy sadly, it will never fly
again.

BOEING 737 and GLOSTER METEOR

The Boeing 737, along with a number of other exhibits, is
due for a clean. This will be done using a jetwash but due to
the size and height of the exhibit, it is a specialist job to be
carried out by an outside contractor. The Meteor is slated
for repainting next year.

FIRE ENGINE

A popular exhibit for children, it is now edging towards the
end of its life with us. It has a serious rust issue and like
the bus, may be replaced. Discussions have taken place
throughout the year and decisions will be made in the
coming months.
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HOW DOES THE MUSEUM OPERATE

The museum is a charitable organisation and legal responsibility for it rests with our four Trustees.
They are all volunteers and very hands-on. Visitors may come across them in the shop or around
the site. A small group of volunteers take responsibility for various functions such engineering,
buildings, services and IT and are very active in these roles. All other volunteers undertake
stewarding, shopkeeping, engineering or other jobs of their choice.
Shopkeepers take admission moneys and sell books, models, toys, snacks, drinks, ice creams and
other shop merchandise. Stewards are responsible for unlocking the site and exhibits before
opening, supervising the site and conducting visitors through the day and locking up again at the
end of the day. Other volunteers undertake maintenance, restoration and repair to the exhibits and
structures or look after the grounds. All volunteers on site are pleased to help visitors and happy to
answer questions.
To operate the museum, we must have a minimum of one shopkeeper and one steward. The
museum is open seven days a week and we operate two shifts each day. That is 28 slots to fill
each week. Rotas are agreed a month in advance and generally volunteers have regular slots they
like to work. All other volunteers have flexibility of working times but usually come on set days to
work on their projects.

VOLUNTEERS

We have around 60 volunteers. Some are more active than others and a number – including the
trustees and project leaders – devote much time to the museum. Other volunteers come in a day a
week to work on projects or fill one or more shopkeeper/steward slots each week. All volunteer
time is valued.
About half our volunteers have aviation backgrounds. The remainder come from all walks of life but
generally have some interest in aviation or working at a public attraction. Many are retired and of
course, we have volunteers of all sexes.
We always welcome new volunteers. If you have relevant skills – great. If you have no relevant
skills - come and learn. Assist in ground or building maintainance, restoration or projects.
Shopkeep, steward or just help paint an aircraft.
Our volunteers are a happy bunch, always like talking and mixing. We have a very flat
management structure so everyone - including trustees and project leaders – mix with everyone
else. Working at the museum is as much a social event as work. Organised social events are held
during the year and there are other perks.
If you are interested, come in and have a chat. You can get a flavour of museum life by looking at
the volunteer newssheet.

I am Steve Powell and responsible for this publication. Any errors, omissions and inaccuracies are entirely down to me. Any Ideas,
comments or contributions for future issues are always welcome. I can be contacted at stevp@bamhurn.org

